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America. A lively missionary spirit stimulated education and philanthropic efforts in
informal as well as in organized ways.
The Great Awakening was a popular movement often at odds with the rationalism
of the Enlightenment. Whereas the Enlightenment promoted a secularization of
society, i.e., removing religious sanctions for the conduct of public affairs, the
evangelical movement tended to regard the religious spirit as the all-embracing force in
human affairs. In this respect they came into conflict, especially over the value of
religious creed versus secular knowledge in schools. But evangelism and secularism
often joined hands. They cooperated in attacking the established churches, working
for the separation of church and state, and achieving freedom of religious worship; and
they cooperated in philanthropic and humanitarian movements of social reform,
including the effort to relieve the suffering of the underprivileged in the newly
industrializing cities and to extend the opportunities for free or charity education to
the children of the poor.
In the course of the eighteenth century the American states moved toward
religious freedom as a basic part of their liberal revolution, but the transition from a
single establishment of religion to full separation of church and state was a tortuous
and painful process. The essence of a single establishment of religion was that every
person had to pay taxes to support the established church whether or not he belonged
to that church or believed in its doctrines. In several colonies an intermediate step was
taken. This permitted more than one religious group to use the power of the state to
help support their own ministers and church services. I have called this a "multiple
establishment of religion."15 For example, in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
Hampshire where the Congregational churches were established, the Anglicans were
given the special privilege of applying their religious taxes to the purpose of supporting
their own Church of England ministers. Later, all Protestant societies were given this
privilege in the organic laws that governed these states after the Revolution.
A similar proposal aroused a bitter controversy in Virginia during the Revolu-
tionary period, but it was defeated under the leadership of Jefferson and James
Madison. Instead, the Virginia statute for religious freedom drawn up by Jefferson and
adopted in 1786 became a model for other states throughout the nineteenth century.
Fresh from this battle, Madison saw the necessity of guaranteeing religious freedom
and separation of church and state in the federal constitution. As a result, he led the
fight for a bill of rights in which the First Amendment proclaimed, "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof."
Reflecting the unmistakable trend toward religious freedom, eight states had
already disestablished their state churches before the First Amendment determined
national policy. This toppling of the standing order of the colonial period was one of
the most important triumphs of the Enlightenment over the Reformation in American
life, heralding radical changes in the control and program of education in the nine-
teenth century. Without it, a common public education would have been impossible.
1 s For a full history of this process, see R. Freeman Butts, The American Tradition in Religion and
Education, Beacon Press, Boston, 1950.

